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Heavily pre-trained transformer models such as BERT have recently shown to be remarkably powerful at language modelling by
achieving impressive results on numerous downstream tasks. It has also been shown that they are able to implicitly store factual
knowledge in their parameters after pre-training. Understanding what the pre-training procedure of LMs actually learns is a crucial step
for using and improving them for Conversational Recommender Systems (CRS). We first study how much off-the-shelf pre-trained BERT
“knows” about recommendation items such as books, movies and music. In order to analyze the knowledge stored in BERT’s parameters,
we use different probes (i.e., tasks to examine a trained model regarding certain properties) that require different types of knowledge to
solve, namely content-based and collaborative-based. Content-based knowledge is knowledge that requires the model to match the
titles of items with their content information, such as textual descriptions and genres. In contrast, collaborative-based knowledge
requires the model to match items with similar ones, according to community interactions such as ratings. Both are important types of
knowledge for a CRS–a system that should ideally be able to explain recommendations, match a user’s textual description of their
information need to relevant items, and elucidate a user’s interests. We resort to BERT’s Masked Language Modelling (MLM) head to
probe its knowledge about the genre of items, with cloze style prompts. In addition, we employ BERT’s Next Sentence Prediction
(NSP) head and representations’ similarity (SIM) to compare relevant and non-relevant search and recommendation query-document
inputs to explore whether BERT can, without any fine-tuning, rank relevant items first. The insights we gain from these probes
help us understand BERT’s limitations and strengths for conversational recommendation. Finally, we study how BERT performs
in a conversational recommendation downstream task. To this end, we fine-tune BERT to act as a retrieval-based conversational
recommender system. Overall, our analyses and experiments show that: (i) BERT has knowledge stored in its parameters about the
content of books, movies and music; (ii) it has more content-based knowledge than collaborative-based knowledge; and (iii) fails on
conversational recommendation when faced with adversarial data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conversational approaches in Information Retrieval (IR) date back to the late 1970’s, when a dialogue-based approach
for reference retrieval was proposed [22]. Conversational Recommender Systems (CSR) have the potential to improve
traditional recommender systems. For instance, they can provide better elicitation of a user’s preferences, provide
explanations of its suggestions, and also process a user’s feedback related to its recommendations [10]. Given recent
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Table 1. Input and output examples for the probing and downstream tasks considered in the movie domain. For the first task,
recommendation, the user input is the history of seen movies, and the output is the recommendation for what to watch next. This
task requires a model to match movies that are often seen together by different users—and thus are similar in a collaborative sense.
We refer to this as collaborative-based knowledge. The second task, search, requires that a model matches descriptions of the item
(item review) with the title. Similarly, the genre requires the model to match the genres of the items with their titles. We refer to this
type of knowledge described in the second column as content-based. In conversational recommendation (the downstream task
we focus on here), we see that knowing that "Pulp Fiction" is a movie often seen by people who saw "Power Rangers" (recommendation
probe), that it has a good soundtrack (search probe), and that it is from the genres "drama" and "thriller" (genre probe) are helpful
information to give a credible and accurate response.
Recommendation Search and Genre Conversational Recommendation
User input Critters (1986) âĘŠ NeverEnd-
ing Story, The (1984) âĘŠ
Power Rangers (1995) âĘŠ
Turbo: A Power Rangers
Movie (1997)âĘŠ
search "[...] and there’s the
music in the movie: the songs
Tarantino chose for his mas-
terpiece fit their respective
scenes so perfectly that most
of those pieces of music."
genre "drama, thriller"
"90’s film with great soundtrack.[...] I thought
Power Rangers in 1995 and then Turbo in 1997
were masterpieces of cinema, mind you [..] I’m
looking for movies from that era with great music.
Dramas, thrillers, road movies, adventureâĂę Any
genre (except too much romantic) will do ."
System output Pulp Fiction (1994) Pulp Fiction (1994) You should see Pulp Fiction, Rock Star, [...]
Task type probing probing downstream
Knowledge collaborative content content and collaborative
advances in machine learning techniques and the widespread deployment of voice-based agents such as Google Assistant
and Amazon Alexa, there has been an uptake in conversational search & recommendation research in the direction of
natural language based approaches, as opposed to existing form-based and slot-filling techniques.
One important breakthrough in Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the use of heavily pre-trained transformers
for language modelling, such as BERT [6] or T5 [36]. These pre-trained Language Models (LMs) are extremely powerful
for many downstream tasks in NLP as well as IR, Recommender Systems (RecSys), Dialogue Systems (DS) and other
fields—and have thus become an essential part of our machine learning pipelines. One advantage of these models is their
capability to perform well on specific tasks and domains (that were not part of their training regime) via fine-tuning, i.e.
the retraining of a pre-trained model with just a few thousand labelled task- and/or domain-specific examples. Besides
the power of such models to model human language, they have also been shown to store factual knowledge in their
parameters [27, 37]. For instance, we can extract the fact that the famous Dutch painter Rembrandt Harmenszoon van
Rijn died in Amsterdam by feeding the prompt sentence "Rembrandt died in the city of ____" to a pre-trained LM1, and
use the token with the highest prediction score as the chosen answer.
Given the prevalence of such heavily pre-trained LMs for transfer learning in NLP tasks [31, 44], it is important
to understand what the pre-training objectives are able to learn, and also what they fail to learn. Understanding the
representations learned by such models has been an active research field, where the goal is to try and understand what
aspects of language such models capture. Examples include analyzing the attention heads [5, 20], or using probing
tasks [11, 44] that show which linguistic information is encoded. Such LMs have been successfully applied to different
IR tasks [33, 40, 55, 56], but it is still unknown what exactly makes them so powerful in IR [4]. Unlike previous studies,
we diagnose LMs here from the perspective of conversational recommendations. We focus on BERT [6] as its publicly
released pre-trained models have been shown to be effective in a wide variety of NLP and IR tasks.
1This specific example works with both bert-large-cased and roberta-large in the fill-mask pipeline from the transformers library https://huggingface.
co/transformers/pretrained_models.html.
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Thus, our first research question (RQ1) is: How much knowledge do off-the-shelf BERT models store in their parameters
about items to recommend? We look specifically at movies, books and music due to their popularity, since many users
frequently engage with recommenders in such domains. Indeed, some of the largest existent commercial recommender
systems such as Netflix, Spotify and Amazon focus on the aforementioned domains.
In order to provide a better intuition of our work, consider the examples in Table 1. Shown are examples (for the
movie domain) of inputs and outputs for the different tasks considered in our work. In conversational recommendation,
users engage in a conversation with the system to obtain recommendations that satisfy their current information need.
This is the downstream task we are focused in this paper. The users often describe items that they have interacted with
and enjoyed ("Power Rangers in 1995 and then Turbo in 1997"), and give textual descriptions of what they are looking for
regarding the recommendation ("film with great soundtrack" and "dramas, thrillers"). Such interactions can be categorized
as having the intent of providing preferences [10]. We consider the knowledge of which items are often consumed
together to be collaborative-based knowledge, and we examine models for this through a recommendation probing task:
given an item, find similar ones (according to the community interaction data such as ratings from ML25M [9]), e.g.
users who like "Power Rangers" also like "Pulp Fiction". We consider the descriptions about the content of the items to
be content-based knowledge, and we examine models for this using a search probing task for which a review of the item
has to be matched with the title of the item, and a genre probing task for which the genres of the movie have to be
matched with the movie title.
To answer RQ1, we probe BERT models on content-based knowledge, by using the predictions of BERT’s Masked
Language Modelling (MLM) head. We use knowledge sources to extract the information of the genre of the items, and
generate prompt sentences such as "Pulp Fiction is a movie of the ____ genre." similar to prior works [27], for which the
tokens drama, thriller should have high prediction scores in case the BERT model stores this information. In order to
probe BERT models for the search and recommendation probing tasks, we introduce two techniques that do not require
fine-tuning, and are able to estimate the match between two sentences. One technique is based on BERT’s Sentence
Representation Similarity (SIM), with the other based on BERT’s Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) head. We generate the
relevant recommendation prompt sentences with items that are frequently consumed together, and use both techniques
to compare them against the non-relevant ones with items that are rarely consumed together. For example, the prompt
âĂĲIf you liked Pulp Fiction [SEP] you will also like Reservoir DogsâĂĲ 2 should have a higher next sentence prediction
score than the input âĂĲIf you liked Pulp Fiction [SEP] you will also like To All the Boys I’ve Loved BeforeâĂİ, since the
first two movies co-occur more often than the second pair based on ratings data such as MovieLens [9]. For the search
prompt, we generate relevant sentences by matching the title of the items with their respective reviews, a common
approach to simulate product search [7, 58].
Our experimental results for RQ1 reveal the following:
• BERT has both collaborative-based and content-based knowledge stored in its parameters; correct genres are
within the top-5 predicted tokens in 30% to 50% of the cases depending on the domain; reviews are matched
to correct items 80% of the times in the book domain when having two candidates; correct recommendation
sentences are selected around 60% of the time when having two candidates.
• BERT is more effective at storing content-based knowledge than collaborative-based knowledge.
• The NSP is an important pre-training objective for the search and recommendation probing tasks, improving the
effectiveness over not using the NSP head by up to 58%.
2Note that the [SEP] token is used by BERT as sentence separator, and we therefore use the next sentence predictor head as a next subsentence predictor
head.
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• BERT’s effectiveness for search and recommendation probes drops considerably when increasing the number of
candidates in the probes, especially for collaborative-based knowledge (i.e., a 35% decrease in recall at the first
position).
Based on these findings, we next study how to use BERT for conversational recommendation and, more importantly,
manners to infuse collaborative-based knowledge and content-based knowledge into BERT models as a step towards
better CRS. We hypothesize that a model which is able perform well at search and recommendation probing tasks to
be better for conversational recommendation. And thus, our second research question (RQ2) is:What is an effective
manner to infuse additional knowledge for conversational recommendation into BERT? Our experimental results show the
following.
• Our fine-tuned BERT is highly effective in distinguishing relevant responses and nonrelevant responses, yielding
36% nDCG@10 improvement when compared to a competitive baseline for the downstream task.
• When facedwith adversarially generated negative candidates that recommend random items, BERT’s effectiveness
degrades significantly (from 0.81 nDCG@10 to 0.06).
• Infusing content-based and collaborative-based knowledge via multi-task learning during the fine-tuning proce-
dure improves conversational recommendation.
2 RELATEDWORK
Conversational Search and Recommendation. With the emergence of conversational agents, such as the Google Assistant
and Apple’s Siri—along with recent progress in machine learning for NLP, such as transfer learning with transformer
models— conversational search and recommendation has received an increased research interest. This new paradigm—
where users engage in a natural language conversation with their chosen system to solve their information needs—yields
the potential to solve and improve upon different aspects of search and recommendation. This can be achieved through
clarification, elicitation, and refinement of a user’s information need and providing recommendations, explanations and
answers [10]. Despite recent work to conceptualize conversational search and recommendation [2, 34, 35, 46, 47] and to
improve techniques for related tasks [18, 24, 39, 60], developing a full-blown system is still a major and open challenge.
As pointed out by Jannach et al. [10], the major actions a CRS must handle are: request, where the system elicits the
user’s preferences; recommend, where the system recommends items to the user, explain, where the system provides
explanations for the recommendations; and respond, where the system answers questions that do not fall under the
other actions. In this work, we focus on examining the potential of using pre-trained language models, specifically
BERT [6], for conversational recommendation—and where it excels or requires improvement.
Pre-trained Language Models: Probing and Knowledge Infusion. The extensive success of pre-trained transformer-based
language models such as BERT [6], RoBERTa [19]3, and T5 [36] can be attributed to the transformers’ computational
efficiency, the amount of pre-training data, the large amount of computations used to train such models4 and the ease
of adapting them to downstream tasks via fine-tuning. Given the remarkable success of such LMs, pioneered by BERT,
researchers have focused on understanding what exactly such LMs learn during pre-training. For instance, by analyzing
the attention heads [5, 20], by using probing tasks [11, 44] that examine BERT’s representation to understand which
linguistic information is encoded at which layer and by using diagnostic datasets [4].
3RoBERTa is similar to BERT but its model is trained for longer on more data and without the NSP pre-training task.
4For instance, the RoBERTa model [19] was trained on 160GB of text using 1,024 32GB NVIDIA V100 GPUs
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BERT and RoBERTa failed completely on 4 out of the 8 probing tasks that require reasoning skills in experiments
conducted by Talmor et al. [42]. The “Always-Never” probing task is an example of such a failure. Here, prompt sentences
look like “rhinoceros [MASK] have fur”, with candidate answers for this task being “never” or “always”. Petroni et al.
[27] showed that BERT can be used as a competitive model for extracting factual knowledge, by feeding cloze-style
prompts to the model and extracting predictions for its vocabulary. Jiang et al. [12] extended this work, demonstrating
that using better prompt sentences through paraphrases and mined templates led to better extraction of knowledge
from LMs. Roberts et al. [37] showed that off-the-shelf (i.e., pretrained LMs without fine-tuning) T5 outperformed
competitive baselines for open-domain question answering.
Another line of work has focused on infusing different information in LM parameters to perform better at downstream
tasks. One approach to do so is by having intermediary tasks before the fine-tuning on the downstream task [28]. The
intuition here is that other tasks that are similar to the downstream task could improve the LM’s effectiveness. It is
still unknown why a combination of intermediate and downstream tasks is effective [30]. A similar approach is to
continue the pre-training of the language model with domain-specific text corpora [8]. Wang et al. [51] proposed a
different approach inspired by multi-task learning [61] that grouped similar NLP tasks together. When infusing different
types of knowledge into LMs, it is possible for some of the knowledge that was stored in its parameters to be erased,
otherwise known as catastrophic forgetting [16]. Thompson et al. [45] proposed a technique that regularizes the model
when doing adaptation so that the weights are close to the pre-trained model. Wang et al. [52] tackled this problem
by proposing adapters, i.e., auxiliary neural modules that have different sets of weights, instead of sharing weights
in a multi-task manner—and are effective when infusing different types of knowledge into LMs (such as factual and
linguistic).
Instead of probing LMs for linguistic properties or general facts, we examine in our work LMs through the lens
of conversational recommendation. Specifically, we look into recommendation, search and genre probes that require
collaborative and content knowledge regarding items to be recommended. We then examine the effectiveness of the
LMs for conversational recommendation—before and after infusing additional knowledge via multi-task learning.
3 METHOD
In this section, we briefly describe BERT, and then introduce in more detail our three types of probing tasks (genre,
search and recommendation). We then turn towards our downstream task—conversational recommendation.
3.1 Background: BERT
BERT [6] is a transformer [49] model that learns textual representations by conditioning on both left and right context
for all layers. BERT was pre-trained for two different tasks, MLM and NSP. For MLM, 15% of the tokens are replaced with
a [MASK] token, and the model is trained to predict the masked tokens5). For NSP, the model is trained to distinguish
(binary classification) between pairs of sentences A and B, where 50% of the time B is the next and 50% it is not the next
sentence (a random sentence is selected). The special token [CLS] is added to every sentence during pre-training; it
is used for classification tasks. [SEP] is another special token that is used to separate sentence pairs that are packed
together into a single sequence. Additionally, there is a special learned embedding which indicates whether each token
comes from sentence A or B. BERT was pre-trained using both English Wikipedia (2.5m words) and the BookCorpus [63],
5More accurately, for the 15% tokens, 80% are replaced with [MASK], 10% of the time they are replaced with random tokens and the remaining 10% the
token is unchanged
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Table 2. Examples of the probes used in this paper. We use off-the-shelf BERT’s Masked Language Modelling (MLM) head for
predicting tokens, BERT’s Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) head for predicting if the underlined sentence is the most likely continuation
of the sentence and BERT’s last layer hidden representations (CLS pooled and MEAN pooled) for similarity between two texts (SIM).
All probes require no fine-tuning, and thus indicate what BERT learns through its pre-training objectives. The knowledge source for
recommendation prompts are interaction datasets, such as users’ movie ratings. For search prompts, we use items’ review data. No
underline indicates query sentences, and underline indicates document sentences. Relevant document sentences for a query have
label 1 while non-relevant have label 0.
Type Prediction Task Prompt Examples Labels
MLM Token Genre
TP-NoTitle: "It is a movie of the [MASK] genre." crime
TP-Title:"Pulp Fiction is a [MASK] movie." crime
TP-TitleGenre:"Pulp Fiction is a movie of the [MASK] genre ." crime
TP-NoTitle:"It is a book of the [MASK] genre." comic
TP-Title:"Palestine by Joe Sacco is a [MASK] book." comic
TP-TitleGenre:"Palestine by Joe Sacco is a book of the [MASK] genre." comic
SIM IsSimilar Recommendation
{("The Hobbit", "Lord of the Rings"),
("The Hobbit", "Twilight")} {1, 0}
Search {("The book is not about the murder [...]", "The Brothers Karamazov"),("It gives a brilliant picture of three bright young people [...]", "The Brothers Karamazov.") } {1, 0}
NSP IsNext Recommendation
{"If you liked The Hobbit, [SEP] you will also like Lord of the Rings",
"If You liked The Hobbit, [SEP] you will also like Twilight"} {1, 0}
Search {"The book is not about the murder [...] [SEP] The Brothers Karamazov. "," It gives a brilliant picture of three bright young people [...] [SEP] The Brothers Karamazov. "} {1, 0}
which contains the content of 11k books (800m words). Different pre-trained BERT models were released, changing the
number of parameters (base or large) and tokenization (cased or uncased).
3.2 Genre Probes
We resort to genre (i.e. a style or category of the item such as comedy) probes to extract and quantify the knowledge
stored in language models about the recommended items. Using knowledge sources that contain an item’s title and
its respective genres, e.g. "Los miserables by Victor Hugo" −→ "romance, fiction, history"6, we create prompt sentences
for each item with the genre as the masked token. Since we use the MLM head to predict masked tokens, we refer
to this type of probing as MLM. We use three manually defined prompt sentence templates (cf. Table 2, first row, for
examples of each template type) inspired by [12] for the MLM probe to investigate what BERT can do with different
template sentences:
TP-NoTitle: we do not provide the item to the probe, but only provide the domain of the item;
TP-Title: we use both the title of the item and its domain;
TP-TitleGenre: we provide the item title, domain as well as an additional phrase "of the genre" indicating that we
are looking specifically for the genre of the item.
The underlying assumption of this probing technique is that if the correct tokens are ranked higher by the language
model, it has this knowledge stored in its parameters about the item. We evaluate the amount of knowledge stored in
the model by counting the number of correctly ranked labels as the most probable in the first and first 5 positions, i.e.
recall@1 and recall@5. Since the template sentences are not exhaustive, our manually selected templates offer only a
lower bound on the amount of knowledge stored in the language model.
6We can extract this information from user generated tags to books for example.
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3.3 Recommendation and Search Probes
In order to probe a LM’s capacity to rank relevant items in recommendation and search scenarios we now introduce
two probing techniques (SIM and NSP). Like the genre probe, these two techniques do not require any fine-tuning to
quantify the LM’s ranking effectiveness. We were inspired by methods to calculate the matching degree between two
sentences, in a non-supervised way [59]. While SIM uses the representations directly to calculate the matching degree,
NSP relies on the fact that this pre-training BERT head was designed to understand the relationship between the two
sentences, something not directly captured by the MLM training [6].
Using both techniques, we compare prompt sentences (the template and prompt generation is explained shortly) that
represent either a ‘query’ or a ‘document’. The query sentences take input from the user side (for search this is the item
description, and for recommendation this is the history of rated items), and the document sentences contain a possible
answer from the system to this input (the item to be recommended). We refer to relevant document sentences as the
ones that are relevant items for the query sentence. Non-relevant document sentences are randomly sampled.
3.3.1 Probe Based on Similarity (SIM). SIM ranks document sentences for a query sentence based on the representations
learned by the LM: we calculate the dot similarity between the query sentence and document sentences using either the
CLS token representation (SIMCLS), or the average pooling of all tokens (SIMMEAN). More formally:
SIMCLS = BERTCLS (query_sentence) · BERTCLS (document_sentence) (1)
where BERTCLS (s) means extracting the representation of the CLS token in the last layer, and
SIMMEAN = BERTMEAN (query_sentence) · BERTMEAN (document_sentence) (2)
where BERTMEAN (s) means extracting the representations of each token in the last layer by taking the average.
3.3.2 Probe Based on Next Sentence Prediction Head (NSP). NSP ranks document sentences for a query sentence based
on the likelihood of the document sentence being a next sentence for the query sentence. Stated formally:
NSP = BERTNSP (query_sentence | [SEP] | document_sentence) (3)
where | indicates the string concatenation operator. This probe technique also does not require any fine-tuning of BERT.
3.3.3 Templates and Prompt Generation. Having defined our probing techniques, we now discuss how to generate
the prompts for the recommendation and search probes, along with the templates we used. Based on the knowledge
extracted from rating and review datasets, we create prompt sentences in a similar manner to how previous work
extracted knowledge from other data sources [26, 27].
For the recommendation probe, the query sentence is built using an item that was rated by a user u, and the relevant
document sentence is another item rated by u as well. The non-relevant document sentences are items that were
not rated by u, and are sampled based on the item’s popularity. Since we do not have access to negative feedback
on items, we use a common assumption in the offline evaluation of recommender systems that a randomly sampled
item is not relevant [3]. The assumption for the recommendation & search probes is that a model that has higher
similarity between the query sentence and the relevant document sentence has knowledge regarding which items are
consumed together. For instance, see the SIM recommendation example in Table 2—a successful collaborative-filtering
recommender system would display a higher similarity between "The Hobbit" and "Lord of the Rings" (items extracted
from the user ratings’ history) than the similarity between "The Hobbit" and "Twilight" (an item not relevant to the given
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user). Conversely, for the NSP probes, we expect the next sentence prediction from the relevant document sentence to
be higher than the non-relevant ones. Using the same user as an example, the next sentence prediction score for the
relevant query-document sentence "If you liked The Hobbit [SEP], you will also like Lord of the Rings" should be higher
than the non relevant query-document sentence "If You liked The Hobbit [SEP], you will also like Twilight".
For the search probe, the query sentence is built using entire reviews from the items, whereas the relevant document
sentence is the title of the item for which the review was written7. The non-relevant document sentences are reviews
of randomly sampled items. We use review data to simulate product search inspired by previous works [1, 7, 48, 58].
For instance, we expect that the SIM and NSP scores between the item "The Brothers Karamazov" and its review text
"The book is not about the murder [...]" to be higher than the scores between the item a randomly sampled review.
3.4 Infusing Knowledge into LMs for Conversational Recommendation
Finally, we discuss our downstream task, i.e. the task we aim to solve better with knowledge gained from our probes.
Let us first define how to use BERT as an end-to-end retrieval-based conversational recommender system by formally
defining the problem, before discussing the infusion of knowledge into a pre-trained language model.
3.4.1 Conversational Recommendation. Given a historical dialogue corpus and a conversation (i.e. the user’s current
utterance and the conversation history), the downstream task of conversational recommendation with a retrieval-
based system is defined as the ranking of the most relevant response available in the corpus [24, 43, 53, 54]. This
setup relies on the fact that a large corpus of historical conversational data exists, and adequate replies (that are
coherent, well-formulated, complete with item recommendations) to user utterances can be found in it. Formally, let
D = {(Ui ,Ri ,Yi )}Ni=1 be a conversational recommendation data set, consisting of N triplets: dialogue context, response
candidates and response labels. The dialogue contextUi is composed of the previous utterances {u1,u2, ...,uτ } at the
turn τ of the dialogue. The candidate responses Ri = {r1, r2, ..., rk } are either the true response (uτ+1) or negative
sampled candidates8. The relevance labels Yi = {y1,y2, ...,yk } indicate the responses’ binary relevance scores: 1 if
r = uτ+1, and 0 otherwise. The objective is then to learn a ranking function f (.) that is able to generate a ranked list
for the set of candidate responses Ri based on their predicted relevance scores f (Ui , r ). To fine-tune BERT, we make
predictions as follows:
f (Ui , r ) = FFN (BERTCLS (u1 | [SEP] | u2 | ... | uτ | [SEP] | r )), (4)
where | indicates the concatenation operation9 and FFN is a linear layer. We train it for binary classification using
cross entropy as the loss function.
3.4.2 Infusing Knowledge into LMs. In order to infuse content-based and collaborative-based knowledge into BERT,
we resort to multi-task learning [61]. In addition to fine-tuning BERT only for the conversational data, we also
consider interleaving batches of different tasks. BERTr ec interleaves training instances of the downstream task, with
the recommendation NSP probing task and (and analogously BERTsearch interleaves the downstream task with search
NSP). Multi-task learning is challenging as the order of the tasks [25] and the weighting [14] for each tasks have a large
impact on model’s quality; we leave such analyses as future work and resort to equal weights and interleaved batches.
7We remove the titles of the items from the reviews to make the task more challenging.
8In a production setup the ranker would either retrieve responses from the entire corpus, re-rank the responses retrieved by a recall-oriented retrieval
method, or re-rank responses given by a language generation module.
9An example of input sequence for BERT is: "Good morning, I am looking for a good classic today. [SEP] What type of movie are you looking for today? [SEP]
I enjoyed Annie (1982) [SEP] okay no problem. If you enjoyed Annie then you will love You’ve Got Mail (1998)"
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4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Data Sources
We use English language data10from three different domains in order to generate the templates for our probes:
Books: we use the publicly available GoodReads11 [50] dataset that contains over 200M interactions from the
GoodReads community. We extract ratings, reviews and genres.
Movies: we use the publicly available ML25M12 [9] dataset that contains 25M interactions from the MovieLens
community. We extract ratings and genres. Since ML25M does not have any review data, we crawled reviews for
movies that were rated in ML25M from IMDB. We collected a maximum of 20 reviews for each movie from the
ML25M data. This resulted in a total of 860k reviews (av. length of 84.22 words) and an average of 13.87 reviews
per movie.
Music: We use the "CDs and Vinyl" subset of the publicly available Amazon reviews13 [21] dataset which contains
2.3m interactions. We extract ratings, reviews and genres for music albums.
For all the probes in this paper (genre, search and recommendation) we generate 100k probing instances, with the
exception of movies in the genre probing task for which we have access to only approximately 60k movies (the number
of movies in the ML25M dataset). For the genre probing task, we have on average 3.6, 1.8 and 1.4 genres for the books,
movies and music domains and a total of 16, 20 and 284 distinct genres respectively.
Inspired by previous work that uses online forums as a source of rich conversational data [23, 32], we extract
conversational recommendation data for the three domains from reddit forums: /r/booksuggestions, /r/moviesuggestions
and /r/musicsuggestions14 on March 17, 2020. They include multi-turn conversations where an information-seeker is
looking for recommendations, and an information-provider gives suggestions through natural language conversations.15
Additionally, we use the ReDial dataset [18] which was collected using crowd workers, and includes dialogues of
users seeking and providing recommendations in the movies domain. We use this dataset due to the annotated movie
identifiers that are mentioned in each utterance, which is not available for the Reddit data. This allows us to create
adversarial examples (see Table 8 for a concrete example) that require the model to reason about different items to
be recommended, while the rest of the response remains the same. The statistics of the data used for conversational
recommendation are shown in Table 3. For the music domain, there is a limited number of conversations available (the
musicsuggestions subreddit has only 10k users, compared to the 292k users of the booksuggestions subreddit). ReDial has
relatively few words in the responses.
For all dialogue datasets, we generate 50 candidate responses for every context by querying all available responses
using BM25 [38] using the context as a query. This setup is in line with prior works [43, 54].
4.2 Implementation Details
We use the BERT and RoBERTa PyTorch transformers implementations16. When fine-tuning BERT for conversational
recommendation, we employ a balanced number of relevant and non-relevant context and response pairs. We resort to
BERT’s default hyperparameters, and use the large cased models; we fine-tune them with the Adam optimizer [15] with
10The data we created for this work as well as all our code are publicly available at https://github.com/Guzpenha/ConvRecProbingBERT.
11https://sites.google.com/eng.ucsd.edu/ucsdbookgraph/home
12https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/25m/
13https://nijianmo.github.io/amazon/index.html
14https://www.reddit.com/r/booksuggestions/, https://www.reddit.com/r/moviesuggestions/ and https://www.reddit.com/r/musicsuggestions/
15See the conversational recommendation example from Table 1 which comes from this dataset.
16https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Table 3. Statistics of the conversational recommendation
datasets. We use dialogues extracted from three subreddits:
/r/booksuggestions; /r/moviesuggestions; and /r/musicsuggestions.
We also experiment with ReDial [18] due to its exact matches
with movies.
Books Movies Music ReDial
# U–r pairs 157k 173k 2k 61k
# candidates per U 50 50 50 50
Avg # turns 1.11 1.08 1.11 3.54
Avg # words per u 103.37 124.93 74.17 71.11
Avg # words per r 40.10 23.39 38.84 12.58
Table 4. Results for BERT genre MLM probe. Bold indicates
statistical significant difference over all other sentence types
using a paired t-test with confidence level of 0.95 and Bonferroni
correction.
Genre probes
Books Movies Music
Template R@1 R@5 R@1 R@5 R@1 R@5
TP-NoTitle 0.067 0.259 0.067 0.395 0.074 0.412
TP-Title 0.031 0.119 0.058 0.258 0.139 0.346
TP-TitleGenre 0.109 0.296 0.179 0.505 0.156 0.412
a learning rate of 5e − 6 and ϵ = 1e − 8. We employ early stopping using the validation nDCG. For the conversational
recommendation task, we also employ as baselines traditional IR methods: QL [29], and QL with RM3 [17]. We use
the pyserini17 implementation of QL and RM3, and use the context as query and candidate responses as candidate
documents. In addition, we compare BERT against strong neural baselines for the task: DAM [62]18, and MSN [57]19,
which are interaction-based methods that learn interactions between the utterances in the context and the response
with attention and multi-hop selectors, respectively. We fine-tune the hyperparameters for the baseline models (QL,
RM3, DAM, and MSN) using the validation set.
5 RESULTS
In this section, we first discuss the results of the probes for genre, followed by the probes for search and recommendation.
We then analyze how BERT performs in our downstream task of conversational recommendation.
5.1 Probing BERT (RQ1)
5.1.1 Genres. The results for probing BERT for each item’s genre (100k books and music albums and 62k movies)
are displayed in Table 4. We show the recall at positions 1 and 5 (number of relevant tokens in the first and first 5
predictions divided by the total number of relevant genres). To provide the reader with an intuition, we provide example
prompts and predictions in Table 5. First we note that by just using the domain of the item, and not an item’s title
(TP-NoTitle templates), BERT can already retrieve a reasonable amount of tokens related to the genre in the first five
positions (from 25% to 41% depending on the domain) which is high given that the vocabulary contains 29k tokens. We
see examples of this in Table 5, where for instance BERT predicts fantasy if you ask for a book genre and pop if you ask
for an album genre. This result shows that the pre-trained model indeed contains information regarding which genres
are specific to each domain.
When we consider the template types where we inform BERT about the item’s title (TP-Title and TP-TitleGenre),
we see that there is knowledge about specific items stored in BERT’s parameters, as the results of TP-TitleGenre are
better than TP-NoTitle, with improvements from 0.067 to 0.179 R@1. We can thus answer RQ1 partially: BERT
has content-knowledge about items stored in its parameter, specifically regarding their genres. From a total
of 29k tokens it can find the correct genre token up to 50% of the times in the first 5 positions using TP-TitleGenre.
17https://github.com/castorini/pyserini/
18https://github.com/baidu/Dialogue/tree/master/DAM
19https://github.com/chunyuanY/Dialogue
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Table 5. Examples of BERT predictions for each of the domains when probing it with the MLM head for item genres. BERT is able
to match domains with common genres (TP-NoTitle template), e.g. books with fantasy and music with rock. Prompt sentences that
indicates to BERT it is looking for the genre of items (TP-TitleGenre as opposed to TP-Title) yields better predictions as they avoid
general descriptions, e.g. "television, 2003, japanese".
Sentence Genre Prompt Answer Predicted (top 2)
Bo
ok
s TP-NoTitle It is a book of the genre _____. fiction fantasy fantasy [0.183], romance [0.133]
TP-Title The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle by [...] is a _____ book. fiction fantasy comic [0.072], japanese [0.046]
TP-TitleGenre The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle by [...] is a book of the genre _____. fiction fantasy fantasy [0.600], horror [0.048]
M
ov
ie
s TP-NoTitle It is a movie of the genre _____. action adventure horror [0.083], action [0.058]
TP-Title I, Robot (2004) is a _____ movie. action adventure tv [0.164], television [0.162]
TP-TitleGenre I, Robot (2004) is a movie of the genre _____. action adventure robot [0.548], horror [0.086]
M
us
ic TP-NoTitle It is a music album of the genre _____. rock pop [0.095], rock [0.075]
TP-Title Tom Petty : Greatest Hits is a _____ music album. rock country [0.094], 2003 [0.084]
TP-TitleGenre Tom Petty : Greatest Hits is a music album of the genre _____. rock rock [0.730], country [0.104]
Table 6. Results for recommendation and search probes using NSP-based and SIM-based probes. Bold indicates statistical significance
compared to all baselines (paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction and confidence level of 0.95). BERT stores more content-based
knowledge (search) than collaborative-based knowledge (recommendation).
Recommendation probes Search probes
Books Movies Music Books Movies Music
Technique Model R2@1 R5@1 R2@1 R5@1 R2@1 R5@1 R2@1 R5@1 R2@1 R5@1 R2@1 R5@1
- Random 0.500 0.200 0.500 0.200 0.500 0.200 0.500 0.200 0.500 0.200 0.500 0.200
SIMCLS BERT 0.538 0.252 0.525 0.230 0.537 0.254 0.495 0.198 0.387 0.123 0.498 0.200
SIMCLS RoBERTa 0.574 0.291 0.509 0.219 0.550 0.267 0.578 0.255 0.516 0.229 0.527 0.215
SIMMEAN BERT 0.601 0.331 0.525 0.232 0.583 0.295 0.612 0.338 0.523 0.235 0.579 0.314
SIMMEAN RoBERTa 0.518 0.230 0.497 0.205 0.534 0.243 0.548 0.225 0.476 0.208 0.492 0.192
NSP BERT 0.651 0.402 0.653 0.367 0.610 0.333 0.825 0.636 0.670 0.420 0.755 0.537
We also note that a prompt with more specific information leads to better results (from TP-Title to TP-TitleGenre
for instance), and this is only a lower bound for the knowledge stored, since some information might be stored in
BERT that we could have retrieved with a different prompt template sentence. For example, if we do not indicate in the
prompt that we are looking for the genres of the items (TP-Title), we get tokens that can describe the item but are not
genres. For example, for the prompt "The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle by Haruki Murakami is a _____ book." we get the
token ’japanese’, (cf. Table 5), which is valid since the author is japanese, but it is not the correct answer for the genre
probe task. Other examples when using TP-Titleretrieve for instance the publication year of the item, e.g. "1990 book".
5.1.2 Search and Recommendation. The results of the search and recommendation probes are shown in Table 6. We
show the recall at 1 with 2 and 5 candidates R2@1 & R5@1 (we resort to using different number of candidates here,
due to the candidates being sentences and not tokens like the genre probing task). We see that using both SIM and
NSP techniques BERT retrieves better than the random baseline (being equal to the random baseline would mean that
there is no such information stored in BERT’s parameters). This answers RQ1: BERT has content-knowledge and
collaborative-knowledge about items stored in its parameter. Using the NSP technique BERT matches items with
their respective reviews 82%, 67% and 75% of the times for the books, movies and music domains, when choosing
between two options. Also BERT selects the most appropriate item to match a user history (recommendation probe)
65% of the times when, when choosing between two options.
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Fig. 1. BERT effectiveness (Rx@1) for NSP probes when increasing the number of candidates x .
Table 7. Results for the conversational recommendation task. We provide the mean nDCG@10 andMRR, with the respective standard
deviation (for 5 runs). Bold indicates statistical significance compared to all baselines (paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction and
confidence level of 0.95). Fine-tuned BERT is remarkably effective for retrieving relevant answers in conversations that are about
recommendations when sampling 50 negative candidates with BM25.
/r/booksuggestions /r/moviessuggestions /r/musicsuggestions
nDCG@10 MRR nDCG@10 MRR nDCG@10 MRR
QL 0.053 (.00) 0.055 (.00) 0.047 (.00) 0.048 (.00) 0.069 (.00) 0.061 (.00)
RM3 0.050 (.00) 0.051 (.00) 0.043 (.00) 0.046 (.00) 0.052 (.00) 0.049 (.00)
DAM 0.549 (.01) 0.610 (.02) 0.716 (.02) 0.662 (.02) 0.238 (.04) 0.208 (.04)
MSN 0.669 (.01) 0.707 (.01) 0.815 (.01) 0.788 (.02) 0.573 (.03) 0.535 (.06)
BERT 0.903 (.01) 0.886 (.01) 0.938 (.00) 0.929 (.00) 0.657 (.03) 0.620 (.03)
Regarding the technique to probe BERT with, NSP is the most effective, showing that this pre-training objective is
indeed crucial for tasks that requires relationships between sentences. Although RoBERTa uses a similar framework to
BERT, but released models with more parameters (340M âĘŠ 355M), trained on more data (16GB âĘŠ 160GB of text) for
longer (100K âĘŠ 500K steps), BERT is still more effective than RoBERTa, when we employ the NSP head. We note that
during the training phase of RoBERTa the NSP pre-training objective was not employed as for NLP downstream tasks
no performance gains were observed [19].
We see that BERT has about 17% more content-based knowledge (search) than collaborative-based knowledge
(recommendation) considering the results from our probes. We hypothesize that this is due to textual descriptions of
items with content information (useful for search) being more common than comparative sentences between different
items (useful for recommendation) in the data used for BERT’s pre-training. We also note in Figure 1 that when
increasing the number of candidates (x-axis), the effectiveness for the recommendation probe degrades more than for
the search probes. This means that for a downstream task BERT would have to be employed as a re-ranker for only a
few candidates.
When comparing different domains, the highest observed effectiveness when probing BERT for search is for books.
We hypothesize this to be due to one of BERT’s pre-training data being the BookCorpus [63]. Since the review data
used for the search probe often includes mentions of book content, the overlap between both data sources is probably
high. We are unable to verify this directly because the BookCorpus dataset is not publicly available anymore.
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Table 8. Examples of the ReDial dataset for conversational recommendation using either BM25 to sample negative candidates
(ReDialBM25) or the adversarial generation that replaces the movies from the relevant response with random movies (ReDialAdv )
but keeps the context. The adversarial candidates requires BERT to be able to chose between different movies, while for the BM25
candidates BERT can use language cues to select the correct response—likely text given the context.
Context Relevant response Negative BM25 candidate
(ReDialBM25)
Negative adversarial
candidate (ReDialAdv )
Good morning, I am looking for a good classic
today. [SEP] What type of movie are you looking
for today? [SEP] I enjoyed Annie (1982)
okay no problem.. If you
enjoyed Annie then you will
love You’ve Got Mail (1998) !
I am great! What type of
movie are you looking for
today?
okay no problem.. If you
enjoyed Annie then you will
love The Best Years of Our
Lives (1946) !
HI! [SEP] Hi what type of movie would you like?
[SEP] I am looking for something like Star Wars
(1977) but not Star Trek
Have you seen Avatar (2009) I love Star Trek Generations
(1994) the best!
Have you seen Wishmaster
(1997),
5.2 Infusing knowledge into BERT for Conversational Recommendation (RQ2)
Table 7 shows the results of fine-tuning BERT for the conversational recommendation task on the three domains using
our Reddit forum data. Standard IR baselines, QL and QL with RM3 performed poorly on this task (≈0.05 nDCG@10). We
hypothesize this happens due to the recommendation nature of the underlying task in the conversation. For example, a
user that describes its previously liked items does not want to receive answers with the same items being recommended
in it (which are highly ranked by QL) but new item titles that have semantic similarity with the conversational context.
The deep models (DMN and MSN) that learn semantic interactions between utterances and responses on the other
hand perform better than traditional IR methods (from 0.5 to 0.8 nDCG@10), MSN being the best non-BERT approach.
BERT is powerful at this task (up to 0.98 nDCG@10), with statistically significant improvements—35%, 15%, and 16%
nDCG@10 improvements for books, movies and music respectively when compared to MSN.
To investigate why BERT is so successful at this task, we resort to the ReDial dataset. Specifically, we create adversarial
response candidates for the responses that included a recommendation. This is possible because unlike our Reddit-based
corpus, ReDial has additional labels indicating which item from ML25M was recommended at each utterance. For every
relevant response containing a recommendation, we generate adversarial candidates by changing only the relevant item
with randomly selected items, see Table 8 for some examples. This way, we can evaluate whether BERT is only picking
up linguistic cues of what makes a natural response to a dialogue context or if it is using collaborative knowledge to
retrieve relevant items to recommend.
The results for the adversarial dataset are displayed in Table 9. BERT’s effectiveness drops significantly (from 0.81
nDCG@10 to 0.06 nDCG@10) when we test using the adversarial version of ReDial, and this gap remains the same for
different number of turns in the conversation (Figure 2). Previous works have also been able to generate adversarial
examples that fool BERT on different NLP tasks [13, 41].
Failing on the adversarial data shows that BERT is not able to successfully distinguish relevant items from non-
relevant items, and is only using linguistic cues to find relevant answers. This motivates infusing additional knowledge
into BERT, besides fine-tuning it for the conversational recommendation task. In order to do so, we do multi-task
learning for the probe tasks in order to infuse additional content-based (BERTsearch ) and collaborative-based (BERTr ec )
knowledge into BERT using only probes for items that are mentioned in the training conversations.
Our results in Table 9 show that the recommendation probe improves BERT by 9% for the adversarial dataset
ReDialAdv , while the search probe improves effectiveness on ReDialBM25 by 1%. This indicates that the adversarial
dataset indeed requires more collaborative-based knowledge. The approach of multi-task learning for infusing knowledge
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Table 9. Fine-tuned BERT results for conversational recommen-
dation for the dataset when using different procedures to sam-
ple negative candidates. Bold indicates statistical significance
compared to other approaches (paired t-tests with Bonferroni
correction and confidence level of 0.95). BERT fine-tunes on
ReDial, BERTr ec multi-tasks between fine-tuning for ReDial
and for the recommendation probes and BERTr ec multi-tasks
between fine-tuning for ReDial and for the search probes.
ReDialBM25 ReDialAdv
nDCG@10 MRR nDCG@10 MRR
BERT 0.810 (.01) 0.778 (.01) 0.063 (.02) 0.069 (.02)
BERTr ec 0.812 (.01) 0.780 (.00) 0.069 (.01) 0.073 (.01)
BERTsearch 0.819 (.01) 0.791 (.01) 0.068 (.01) 0.072 (.02)
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Fig. 2. BERT effectiveness by the number of turns.
into BERT was not successful for our Reddit-based forum data. We hypothesize that this happened because, unlike
ReDial, we have no additional labels indicating which items were mentioned in the reddit conversations. This forces
us to train on probes for items that are likely not going to be useful. We leave the study of automatically identifying
mentions to items in conversations as future work.
Answering our second research question (RQ2), we demonstrate that infusing knowledge from the probing
tasks into BERT, via multi-task learning during the fine-tuning procedure is an effective technique, with
improvements of up to 9% of nDCG@10 for conversational recommendation.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Given the potential that heavily pre-trained language models offer for conversational recommender systems, in this
paper we examine how much knowledge is stored in BERT’s parameters regarding books, movies and music. We resort
to different probes in order to answer this question. We find that we can use BERT to extract the genre for 30-50% of the
items on the top 5 predictions, depending on the domain; and that BERT has about 17% more content-based knowledge
(search) than collaborative-based knowledge (recommendation).
Based on the findings of our probing task we investigate a retrieval-based approach based on BERT for conversational
recommendation, and how to infuse knowledge into its parameters. We show that BERT is powerful for distinguishing
relevant from non-relevant responses (0.9 nDCG@10 compared to the second best baseline with 0.7 nDCG@10). By
using adversarial data, we demonstrate that BERT is less effective when it has to distinguish candidate responses that are
reasonable responses but include randomly selected item recommendations. This motivates infusing collaborative-based
and content-based knowledge in the probing tasks into BERT, which we do via multi-task learning during the fine-tuning
step and show effectiveness improvements of up to 9% when doing so.
Overall, we provide insights on what BERT can do with the knowledge it has stored in its parameters that can be
helpful to build CRS, where it fails and how we can infuse knowledge into BERT. As future work, user studies are
important to investigate to what extent a BERT based model works in practice for conversational recommendation.
Extending the research we conducted for other domains can also provide more insights on the utility of BERT for CRS.
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